ClauseBuilder® AI Q&A

What is ClauseBuilder AI?
ClauseBuilder AI is a generative artificial intelligence (AI) tool developed by the American Arbitration Association® (AAA®) to assist users in drafting clear and effective arbitration and mediation agreements. It leverages advanced AI technologies to streamline the drafting process.

How does ClauseBuilder AI work?
ClauseBuilder AI is built upon OpenAI’s GPT-4.0 platform. Users can input parameters and specific requirements related to the desired clause, and the AI will generate a draft clause that can be further customized and refined.

Who can use ClauseBuilder AI?
ClauseBuilder AI is currently in beta development but will soon be released to the public. It is a free tool designed for legal professionals and anyone who needs help drafting arbitration clauses.

Is ClauseBuilder AI a replacement for legal professionals?
No, ClauseBuilder AI is not a replacement for legal professionals. It serves as a tool to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of legal drafting processes. It assists in generating draft clauses and suggestions for optional clause language, but a qualified legal professional should always perform the final review and customization.

How does ClauseBuilder AI ensure the confidentiality of users’ inputs?
ClauseBuilder AI does not conduct any analysis on generated clauses and does not use any user prompts to train the AI language learning model. If a user provides feedback as to the output they received, the AAA may analyze the user input and resulting output to fine-tune the generative AI tool’s operation.

Can ClauseBuilder AI adapt to specific legal jurisdictions?
ClauseBuilder AI generates generally applicable clauses that are not specifically designed to meet the requirements of any particular jurisdiction. Users can specify which state’s or jurisdiction’s law will apply to the arbitration agreement, but ClauseBuilder AI cannot verify that the generated clauses will meet the specific requirements of that jurisdiction.

Are the legal information and databases within ClauseBuilder AI regularly updated?
Yes, an up-to-date database from the AAA provides the legal information available to ClauseBuilder AI. This ensures accurate clause generation, taking into account the latest legal precedents, statutory changes and arbitration rules.

Is training required to use ClauseBuilder AI?
While ClauseBuilder AI is designed to be user-friendly, some initial orientation or training might be beneficial, especially for users unfamiliar with generative AI tools.
How can I access ClauseBuilder AI/Request a Demo?
ClauseBuilder AI is currently in beta and can be accessed at https://clausebuilder.ai/. A demo can also be requested at https://go.adr.org/AAAiLab-Sign-up.html.

Who do I contact for support or feedback on ClauseBuilder AI?
You can reach out to AAA Product Trainer Jeremy Lesser at LesserJ@adr.org.